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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
rncxneme mcnmn 
TION or DELAWARE 

' CHRISTIAN N. BERGMAI‘IN, OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO BERG-lil'iAliTN 
‘COMPANY, OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, A CORPORA 

' cArrmG MACHINE 

Application ?led September 26', 1930. ‘Serial No. 484,509. 

My invention is an improvement in capping 
‘machines, particularly designed for the pur 
pose of applying thin paper caps or covers 
to similar cups or containers for the, mer 
chandizing of any suitable commodity, as ice 
cream, cottage-cheese, preserves, or the like. 
In the operation of placing. paper caps 

on pa er cups, or caps or cups of any other 
suitab e material, of usually cylindrical form, 
the cup is provided with a ?aring upper 
edge and a receiving annular groove into 
which the cap or cover is inserted with s'u?i 
ci'ent force, either with or without a remov 
ing tang, to place it securely in position for 
tight closure and retention of the contents. 

Such operation may be performed by 
hand, but is subject to imperfect ?tting, due 
to undue pressure at. one side, improper 
centering, and various other reasons ‘result 
inv in insecure and imperfect insertion. ‘ 

_ aapping machines have been devised and 
used in which plunger mechanism is utilized 
for the insertion of the disk-like cover, of 
various kinds, and the use of plungers for 
such purpose is common andwell known. 
, In my present invention'I have provided, 
in a‘ comparatively small, compact and simple 
mechanism, means whereby the cup may be 

.56 accurately located on a supporting base in 
central alinement with a spring-retracted 
lowering cup and lid centering head adapted 
to annularly engage the upper edge of the 
cup, for truly, circular centering with the 

‘55 plunger, and having an inner ‘plunger disk 
for-lowering the cover into desired; position, 
in a simple, rapid and effective manner. 
The outer shell or casing of the two-part‘ 

plunger is so construtced as to ensure easy 
:40 and accurate placement of the cover in cor 

i‘ect concentric position within the rim of the 
cup, and of action thereon of an inner plunger 
head for positive, accurate placement within 
the cup. ' . _ . 

One preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion is illustrated in the accompanying draw‘. 
ings, in which :— 
Fig. 1 is a view of the complete machine 

in side elevation, with the compound plunger 
elevated ;; . n V . V V 

Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the machine; 

' mechanism. 

‘ Fig. 3 is a plan view of Fig. 1 ;_. V ' 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged view in front eleva~ 

tion, ‘showing the centering head lowered 
upon the container; I ‘ ' 

Fig. 5 is a vertical sectional viewon the 
line V——‘V ofFig. 4"; I . 
F ig. 6 is 'a' plan view, partly in section, 

on the line V_I—.VI of Fig. 5; 
. Fig. 7 is a horizontal section on the line . 
YII—VII ofFi'g. 5; 4 3 , 
1‘ Fig. 8 is a plan view of'one of the closing 
caps‘ or disks for the container; ‘ 

Fig. 9 is a vertical sectional view enlarged, 
showing the parts in position for operation, 
with the covering disk‘inserted laterally 
within the head; ' i ' . 

1 Fig. 10 a similar view showing the-disk 
lowered into position by the plunger; ' 
.Fig. 11 is a similar sectional view showing 

a modi?ed construction utilizing a split ex-. 
pansion ring; . I ‘ ._ . 

Fig. 12 is a plan view of such ring; . a. 
Fig. 13 is a detail sectional view like Fig. 

9, showing the action on a cup rim of larger 
diameter ' V __ '7 , I ._ ' l 

_ ‘Fig. 14 is a partial view similar to Fig. 1, 
showing, a modi?ed construction of center 
ing head; ' ' . . ; 

Fig. 15 is a detail sectional view showing 
amodi?ed construction of the lowering lever 

.31 

a; 

so" 

In the drawings, 2 is the supporting base i 
of the machine of any suitable form adapted 
to provide a stable non-tilting support for. 
the operative mechanism and of the con 
tainer. ' ’ 

Base‘2 is provided with a ?at top‘ 3 adapt? 
ed to support the cup 0, and is provided with 
a pair. of eccentrically mounted ‘guiding 
disks or abutments 4. . Such guiding disks 
are secured by screws 5 to the base 2, and are 
capable of being rotated on and securedyby 
such screws in proper position for guiding 
engagement against thev annular bottom of 
the cup, so as to positively center it with re 
lati on to the plunger mechanism. ~ 
By such means the‘ machine is adapted to 

use with cups of different capacities and‘di 
ameters, means also being provided, as here 
inafter described, for vertical adjustment of 
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2." 
the plunger mechanism, to accommodate it 
to containers of varying heights as well. 
A supporting stem or post 6 is mounted in 

a boss or socket 7 at the rear end of the base 
extending upwardly of su?ioient height to 
providefor mounting thereon of the clamp 
ing terminalv 8 of supporting arm 9. Such 
clamping terminal is split, as at 10, and is. 
provided with a tightening and loosening 
screw 11, so that the arm 9 may be ?xedly 
held'in any desired adjusted position. 
Arm 9 is provided at its other end with a 

bearing terminal 12 through which extends 
the operating rod or shaft 13 having the di 
vided terminal 14, between'the opposite sides 
of which inter?ts edgewise the hand-operat 
ing lever 15. Said lever is pivoted, at 16, 
between upwardly extending bearings of 
arm 9 and engages a roller 17 of terminal 14 
for compensating pressure engagement; A 
retracting spring 18, acting against lowering 
pressure of lever 15,. elevates the mechanism 
to its normally raised position. i j 
A circular centering head 19 is slidably 

and rotatably mounted on the‘lower shoul 
dered terminal 20. of stem 13 by ‘its vhub 21 
and the inner plunger 22 which is screwed 
to the threaded terminal 23 of shaft 13, ‘as 
in Fig.‘ 5, in the manner of a nut. ' ~V 7 
Head 19 is hollow _ having the annular 

downwardly extending ?ange 24 for tele 
scoping engagement over the upper ' out 
wardly ?aring edge I) of cup a, the head and 
cup being held in approximately concentric 
relation to each other'by means of the guid 
ing devices 4 above referred to; p g 
The head 19v acts to exactly center thecup 

with relationto the plunger and the cover, 
and to correct any variation in the cup’s posi 
tion, or in its rim, from truly circular form. 
A further advantage isthat the inner annu 
lar ?aring face of the ring ?ange ?rmly 
braces the cup rim against the insertion presj 
sure of the cap. , _ 
Flange 24 of head 19 is under cut, as at 

25, ?aring outwardly from a limiting shoul~ 
‘ der 26 against which the upper edge I) of the 

59. 

cup engages whenthe head is lowered. 
' ‘ Inwardly of shoulder 26 is a compara 
tively narrow vertical central opening-de?n 
ing annular ring face 27 adapted to provide 
a comparatively tight passageway for the 
descending cap 0, as it is lowered under pres 
sure ,of the plunger 22. . V V 

; Upwardly above such. limiting interior rim 
‘ portion 27 of the head the innerannular wall 

6.9.. 

of ?ange 24 recedes somewhat, as at 28, pro 
viding ample space for easy clearance of the 
disk when inserted laterally'into the interior 
of the head beneath the plunger. 7 ’ 
For the purpose of facilitating such inser 

tion, the head is provided with a transverse 
slot 29 extending through at least one-half 
of the annular area of ?ange 24, such slot 

-' ‘ being of just su?icient width vto easily admit 

1,908,216 ' 

of the thickness ofthe cover to the interior. 
At the front or" the head, midway of slot 

29, head 19 and ?ange 24 are provided with 
an opening 30 of sufficient width and depth 
to admit the ?nger and thumb of the oper 
ator in placing-the disk clear inyeither with 
or-Without atang d. - f. . . . '2 ' V 7 

By reason of the rotatable mounting of 
head 19‘ on its supporting and actuating 
spindle, the head mayjbe set annularlyffor 
‘insertion of the cover at the right orvv left 
side or front. as desired. 
At each side of opening 30 the corners 

of the slotted ?ange 24 are preferably beveled 
or cut away, as‘ at '31,'thus facilitating en 
trance of the advancing edge of the cover 0 
aindgfacilitatingits insertion.v W hen thus in_ 
serted, the disk-like cover will then rest upon 
the downwardlyv and inwardly inclined an} 
nular face28 immediately above the smallest 
diameteropening de?ned by. the inner edge 

. , Plunger 22_ is preferably provided with an 
annular downwardly extending comparative 
ly, narrow pressing ring or face '32 adapted 
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to ?rst engage the outer. edge ‘of the cover a, ' 
when the lever 15 is furtherv lowered,_g_after 
the head 19 has'made engagement against 
and around the upper edge of the cup, asin 

A~ further’ advantage 'of, the] interior re; 
ceding face of the plunger within the pro: 
jecting rim'32 is that it,permits'ioutward 
bowingor arching of the'cover when I placed 
over the cup contents. ' c ' 7 - ._ 

Thereupon, further lowering of the'steni 
18 effects’ positive downward movement of 
the cover 0 withcentering binding engage! 
ment against inwardly taper-ed face 28.1 and 
final comparatively tight p’assagevythrough _; 
innermost centering‘ ring face 27, forexact 
central placement within‘ the upper edge of 

95 
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the cup a.‘ As is customary in such cups,_i't ' 
is: provided with‘ an annular groove 'e?into'f 
which‘ the cover is inserted with tight bind 
ing engagementiat the glinalloweredposition 
of plunger 22 as in Fig. 10, ' ' g , 
vThereupon, presureonlever 15 is released 

and the plunger and head are rctracted,_tl1'e 
?lled and cappedicontainer is ,removedhan‘d‘ 
the machine is ready for anothenoperationL 
V .For the purposeyof insuring such tight 
centering action of the cover, or avoiding any 
tendency to looseness or tightness, as‘from ' 
variations indimensions of thevcovergor viaj-f 
riation from’ truly; circular form, I ' have 
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 an alternative con; 
struction utilizing an inserted expansionring 
33, of the split ring type. Such ring ,is 
adapted to be inserted within a suitable 
annular receiving cavity 34 of?a-nge'24, and 
generally conforms to the inner sloping face 
28 and the limiting diameter 27, slightly be‘ 
low the insertion slot 29. t g 1 ‘ 

_Such ring is separated su?iciently, as fat 
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35,.for compression and placement in the 
head, and will expand and occupy its'proper 
position andwill function as described as 
to the integral metal faces. . 

' As shown, expansion ring 33 is mounted 
in annular recess 34 with slight clearance 
for necessary expansion, and has an inner 
sloping face28a and a lower vertical rim 
face 27a adapted to function in the same man; 
ner as do faces 28 and 27 of the integral con— 
struction above described. The upper edge 
of'ring 33 recedes slightly back of the lower 
edge of face 28 while the lower edge of its 
bottom face. 27a extends slightly over the 
face’ 27, so as to ensure unobstructed but 
tight centering action ‘on the downwardly 
moving cover 0. , - 

One important advantage of the cup cen 
tering function of inner ?aring face 25 of 
flange 24 is that it permits operations of the 
machine with cups of varying diameter with 
in the limits of the length and angle of such 
face. 
In Fig. 13 I show the face 25 engaging 

against the outer rim 1; of a cup of‘increased 
diameter, too large to engage the shoulder 
26, and the ?aring edge of the ?ange will 
thus ensure centering engagement at all 
times. ' -The machine is thus capable of op 
erationin capping containers with'any stand 
ard diameter of cap independent of such va-' 
ria'tion in ‘diameter of the upper ?ared rim. 
more or less with relation to the diameter 
of the standard cover receiving groove. 

I ' Fig. 14 shows a further modi?cation of 
the head 19 in which the?ange 24 is cut en 
tirely through, allowing for an open bot 
tom for clearance 30. 'By such construction 
the machine is adapted to be used with any 
suitable automatic cover feed device requir~ 
ing"clearance for a ‘mechanical pusher of 
any type, to insert the cover in position. 

In‘Fig. 15 I show a modified construction 
of the plunger-actuating mechanism in which 
the stem 13a may be pivotally connected to 
lever-15, as at 36. In such case a tubular sec 
t-ion 37 is utilized supplementing the single 
rod 13 having a collar 14a forengagement 
by spring 18 and with a short stub extension 
23a ?xedly mounted in the lower end of tube 
37, as byzwelding or otherwise. Its‘ inner 
end is recessed or concaved, as at 38, provid 
ing a ball-like centering bearing for the 
lower rounded end of stem 13a, so that such 

' stem may exert downward pressure and mayv 
swing laterally at its upper end by its con 
nection with lever ‘15, while being entirely 
capable of effecting downward movement of 
the ‘head and‘its parts, in the same manner 
as above described. 
By such construction downward pressure 

is always exerted centrally and any binding 
tendency of the plunger rod isentirely-‘pre 
vented. ' . > ' 

i The construction and operation of the in‘ 

3 

vention will be readily understood .and'appres 
ciated from the foregoing; descriptionh'lt 
provides a simple, e?icientiand continuously 
operativemachine for rapid- and-accurate ~ 
placement of caps or covers within thecon 
tainers in the manner described, and is easily 
adapted ‘to [various sizes and capacities ‘by 
the easy ‘substitution of; a different sizeho'f 
head and‘ plunger and adjustment of the 
supportingarm 9 therefor,‘ in connection with 
the adjustable cup-centering devices 4, as 
described.- - ' y . - , ‘ v. 1 

The machine may be otherwise variously 
changed 'or modi?ed in detail. construction‘ or 
otherwise by the skilled mechanic to adapt it 
to varying different conditions of use, but all 
such changes are, to be understood as'within 
the scope of the following-claims. ' 

-What I claim is: 1' v 1. A cover placing machine. having aver. 
tically movable ?anged headprovided with 
an inner annular downwardly converging 
cover guiding face and a transverse horizon-v 
tal‘insertion slot and a vertical ?nger clear 
ance opening extending inwardly through, 
the ?ange, and a relatively movable plunger. 

. 2. A cover placing machine having avers 
tically movable?anged head provided with 
a transverse vinsertion slot, the ?ange of the 
head being interruptedby aiinger clearance 
opening, beveled guiding faces on the outer; 
corners of the ?ange adjacent the clearance 
opening, and a relatively movable: plunger. 

3. A cover placing machine having 7a -ver= 
tically movable ?anged-head provided'with 
a transverse insertion slot‘ and a clearance 
opening. through .the?ange midway of the 
slot, the ?ange being beveled at each side of. 
the ‘clearance opening 1 for insertion" of a. 
cover, and » a relatively movable plunger 
within the upper portion :of the head above 

theslot. ‘ I r '. . 4. Plunger mechanism for a. capper ,as-des~ 

scribed consisting of a reciprocable spindle 
having at'its lower end a-rotatably mounted 
annular ?anged. centering. head provided 
with an inner annular downwardly cons 
verging coverguiding'face and a transverse 
slot extending through said face, and ‘anin-i 
dependently movable cover inserting plunger 
secured to the spindle within the head. 1 l 

5. Plunger mechanism comprising; a- re'-* 
ciprocable spindle, a vertically-and rotatably‘ 
movable annular head on the spindle having 
a surrounding: ?ange . provided with 'a . trans 
verse cover insertion .slot, an-interior out? 
w-ardly ?aring cup engaging ‘face ‘and-ea 
middle transverse contracted guidinginfacey 
and an inner relatively movable cover mov 
ing and inserting disk. ~ “ 1 '- y 1 

6.‘ Plunger mechanism comprising “a 
spring-retracted reciprocable spindle,?-a veri 
tically-and rotatably movable annular head 
on the spindle having a surrounding?ange 
provided with a transverse cover insertion 
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s1ot,'an interior outwardly ?aring cup-en 
gagingface, a middle transverse contracted 
guiding face with an intervening shoulder, 
and an inner relatively movable cover mov 
ing and inserting disk. ' a 

. Plunger - mechanism comprising a 
spring-retracted reciprocable spindle, a ver 
tically movable and rotatable annular head 
on the spindle’ having a surrounding ?ange 
provided with a transverse cover insertion 
slot, an interior outwardly ?aring cup-en 
gaging face, a middle transverse contracted 
downwardly tapering guiding face having a 
terminal‘ straight face‘wall and an inner an 
nularly enlarged upper portion, and an inner 
relatively movable cover inserting disk on 
the spindle within said upper portion‘. 

8. In a capping machine, a cover-applying 
head having a rim embracing ?ange pro 
vided with an annular ?aring face and an in 
sertion slot and a resilient annular guiding 
and centering device interposed between the 
slot and said face. i 

‘ 9. In a‘ capping machine, a cover-applying 
head having a rim-embracing ?ange provid 
ed with an annular ?aring face and an inser 
tion slot and a resilient annular guiding and 
centering device interposed between the slot 
and said face, and ' a relatively movable 
plunger Within the head operable across the 
slot. - 

10. In a'capping machine, a cover-apply 
ing head having a rim-embracing ?ange pro 
vided with an‘ annular ?aring face and an in 

'~ wardly extending shoulder defining a con 
tracted guiding ring, and a narrow trans 
verse insertion slot extending through the 
flange above said ring, the ?ange having an‘ 
inwardly extending ?nger clearance opening. 

: 11'. In a capping machine, a cover-apply 
ing. head having a rim-embracing ?ange pro; 
vided with an annular ?aring face and an in 
wardly extending shoulder de?ning a con 
tracted guiding ring and a narrow trans~ 

' verse insertion. slot‘ extending through the 
?ange above said ring, the ?ange having ‘an 
inwardly extending ?nger clearance opening, 
and a relatively movable plunger'within the 
head operable across the slot. 

12. In a capping machine, a cover-apply 
ing head having a rim-embracing ?ange pro— 
vided with an annular ?aring face and an in 
wardly extending shoulder de?ning a con 
tracted guiding rlng and a narrow trans 
verse insertion slot-extending through the V 
?ange above: said ring, the ?ange having an 
inwardly extending ?nger clearance opening, 
a relatively movable plunger within the head 
operable across‘the slot, and means for lower 
ing the head over a receptacle and for im~ 
jviartingladditional downward movement to 
the plunger. 7 - 

‘ 13. In a, capping machine, alcover-apply 
‘ ing head having a rim-embracing ?ange pro 
vided withv an annular ?aring face. and an in-‘ 
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wardly extending shoulder de?ning a con‘ 
tracted guiding ring ‘and a narrow trans 
verse insertion slot extending through the 
?ange above said ring, the ?ange having an 
inwardly extending ?nger clearance opening, 
a relatively movable plunger within the head 
operable across the slot, means for lowering 
the head over a receptacle and for imparting 
additional downward movement to. the 
plunger, and means for retracting the head 
and plunger together. ' ,. a 

14. In a cover placing machine, the combi~ 
nation of a supporting base having‘ a post, a 
vertically adjustable bracket'thereon having 
a spindle bearing, a spring retracted spindle 
therein having a lowering lever, a centering 
head rotatably mounted on the spindle ‘hav 
ing a depending ?ange provided with a ta 
pered and shouldered inner face and a trans 
verse insertion slot interrupted by a'?nger 
clearance opening, and a cover inserting 
plunger secured to the spindle below said 
head and normally located immediately 
above the transverse slot. ' 

15. In combination with a base having a 
pair of adjustable centering guides consist 
ing of laterally swinging disks each provided 
with an eccentrically located securing screw, 
a superimposed vertically movable spring-re-' 
tracted circular head provided with a down 
wardly extending ?ange having an annular 
inwardly tapering guiding and centering face 
for a cover'disk and a transverse‘ insertion 
slot, and an inner relatively movable plunger 
adapted to engage the cover for a receptacle 
resting on the base and engaged by theguides. 

16. In combination ‘with a base having a 
pair of adjustable centering guides consisting 
of laterally swinging disks each ‘provided 
with an eccentrically located securing screw, 
a superimposed vertically movable spring-re 
tracted'head provided with a downwardly 
extending inwardly tapered ?ange having‘ a 
transverse insertion slot, and an inner rela 
tively movable plunger, within. the ?ange, 
adapted to engage the cover for a receptacle 
on the baseand held against 'said guides in 
centering relation to the head and plunger. 

17. In a capping'machine for annular con-' 
tainers, the combination of a supporting base 
having a pair of adjustable centering guides ‘ 
consisting of laterally swinging disks‘ each 
provided with an eccentrically located secur-f 
ing screw, an upwardly extending post on the 
base, a plunger bracket adjustably mounted 
on the post, a reciprocable stem carried by the 
bracket, a clamping head having an inwardly 
tapering transversely slotted ?ange and a rel-. 
atively movable ?ange-enclosed plunger on 
the stem, a depressing lever for the stem, and 
a retracting spring. » :1 

18. In a capping machine for annular con 
tainers, the combination of a supporting base 
having a pair of adjustable centering guides 
consisting of laterally. swinging disksveach 
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provided with an eccentrically located secur 
ing screw, an upwardly extending post on the 
base, a plunger bracket adjustably mounted 
on the post, a reciprocable stem carried by 

5 the bracket, a downwardly extending inward 
ly tapering ?anged clamping head having a 
transverse insertion slot and slidably mount 
ed on the stem, a relatively movable plunger 
secured on the stem, a depressing lever for 

r 10 the stem pivoted on the bracket, and a re 
tracting spring. 

19. In a capping machine for annular con 
tainers, the combination of a supporting base 
havinga pair of adjustable centering guides 

15 consisting of freely movable disks each pro 
vided with an eccentrically located securing 
screw, an upwardly extending post on the base, 
a plunger bracket adjustably mounted on the 
post, a reciprocable stem carried by the 

20 bracket, a downwardly extending inwardly 
tapering ?anged clamping head slidably 
mounted on the stem and a relatively movable 
plunger secured on the stem, a depressing le 
ver having ?exible connection with the re 

“ ciprocable stem, and a spring adapted to nor 
mally retract the stem and lift the plunger 
against and with the clamping head. 

20. A cover placing machine provided with 
a spring retracted depressible spindle and a 

30 guiding bearing therefor, a cup centering 
head slidably mounted on the spindle having 
an annular depending ?ange provided with 
an inner tapering guiding face and a trans 
verse insertion slot, and a cover inserting 

35 plunger secured to the lower end of the spin 
dle and normally retracted above the slot and 
against the head. 

21. A cover placing machine provided with 
a spring retracted depressible spindle and a 

40 guiding bearing therefor, a cup centering 
head slidably mounted on the spindle having 
an annular depending ?ange provided with 
an inner tapering guiding face and a trans— 
verse insertion slot and a lower ?aring shoul~ 

45 dered terminal, and a cover inserting plunger 
secured to the lower end of the spindle and 
normally retracted above the slot and against 
the head. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto a?ix my 

50 signature. 
CHRISTIAN N. BERGMANN. 
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